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FOREWORD

The present study is being published by the African Training and
Research Centre for Women (ATROW) of the Economic Commission for Africa,
as part of its programme to make research findings on the situation of
African women widely available.
The study was completed in 1979 by Prof. Daniel Haile, of the Faculty
of law, Addis Ababa University, as part of an United Nations Food and
Agricultural Organization (FAD) project in Ethiopia (see Preface). From
the planning stages of the study, however, ATROW took pleasure in offering
its active cooperation and collaboration.
lIlaw and the Status of Women in Ethiopia" is the ninth title issued by
ATRCW in its Research Series: Other items in the Research Series are listed
on page ii and are available upon request from ATRCW, Economic Commission for
Africa, P.O.Box 3001 t Addis Ababa, Ethiopia ~
The study is being published at the time that a national machinery for
the integration of women in development is being formed in Ethiopia; it is
hoped that it may be helpful to inform women of their rights and suggest
areas for action in the law and related areas for the advancement of women.
The views expressed in the study are those of author and do not
necessarily reflect those of the United Nations •

•
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PREFACE
This study and the research "project on"Agrarian Reconstruction
1n Ethiopia - Women and Rural Development (three volume report)
were completed as an amendment to FAO/UNDP/ Project ETH 73/003 Adviser in Land Reform, Settlement and Administration. They were
carried out in order for the Adviser to assist the Ethiopian Government in matters regarding review and implementation of land policy,
land reform and administration, and especially to assist in the
development and strengthening of rural institutions. i.e. peasant
associations,inc1uding periodic analyses of their progress and
analyses of the attainment of the goals of agrarian reconstruction.
To do this it was believed important to review the customary laws and
interpretations of Proclamations and the Civil Code regarding women's
effective participation in and benefits from rural and urban
organizations and services.
These studies are a first effort by FAD and UNDP to analyze laws
affecting women's status and the impact of agrarian reform on rural
women. Increased attention to women in development generally and to "
women's roles within FAD-assisted projects serves as a follow up to
the Guidelines issued by the FAD Director General on the Integration
of Women in Agricultural and Rural Development in ensuring equality
between men and women.
The studies are particularly timely for two reasons: (1) their
completion coincides with FAD's committment to the liThe Integration of
Women in Development" which was separate agenda item at the FAD World
Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development (July 1979, Rome. Italy);
and (2) the Ethiopian Government is at this very time evolving new programmes
and changes in legislation which will substantially reduce the unequal
status of women in relation to men in both the urban and rural sectors of
Ethiopia;
.
This study on "Law and the Status of Women in Ethiopian, completed
during the United Nations Decade for Women (1976 - 1985), assists in
implementing the Global and African Plans of Action for Women in Development
which contain references to the need for research. data collection and
analysis of subjects related to customs and laws affecting women's contributions to development and the need for measures in advising women on
their rights.
Appreciation is extended to the personnel of the Ministry of Agriculture
and Settlements for their collaboration, indeed their inspiration. in
undertaking this studYt as well as to their substantial assistance in seeing
it through to completion.
Ronald J. Clark
Project Manager-ETH 73/003
FAO Adviser: Land Refonm.
Settlement and Administration
Planning and Programming Department
Ministry of Agriculture and Settlement
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia;
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SUMMARY
This document presents the first review of women's legal status in
Ethiopia since the 1974 Ethiopian Revolution. It certains descriptions
of customary laws and the civil code which impede or enhance women's full
contributions to the development of Ethiopia. Sections focus on laws
pertaining to marriage and family, health and family planning, education
and training, employment, political and civic rights, with a final
section on conclusions and recommendations.
Ethiopia has undergone major structural changes 'si nce 1974. There
is evidence that women have become increasingly conscious of their rights
and responsibilities and that men are now also increasingly conscious of
the additional productive roles which women might occupy, outside of those
of wife, homemaker and mother, at the levels of the community and nation.
However, to date the legislative mandates have not always been equaled by
assertive action and increased allocation of funds in enabling women to
move fro~ the margins of development into more important roles at al'
, evels ,
This study analyzes the customary laws and formal laws governing
marriage and the family-particularly focusing on the rights of entering
into marriage, the legal age for marrying, rights during marriage, divorce
proceedings, spouse and child maintenance and inheritance provisions. It
points out that custom was utilized in interpreting the 1975 Proclamation
to provide for the Public Ownership of Rural lands (Article 4-Distribution
of land to the Tiller) which provides that "Without differentiation of the
sexes, any person who is willing to personally cultivate land shall be
allotted land sufficient for his maintenance and that of his family".
Customary constraints also make it difficult for women to gain access to
cooperatives and credit facilities, for the man is considered the head of the
family. As a result allocation of land, access to credit, and membership
in the peasants' associations and cooperatives devolve upon the male (husband).
Hence, women~ unless widowed or divorced, do not benefit except by way of
their husbands.
Even though women's associations have been developed specifically for
organizing urban and rural women (apprOXimately 288 exist in the urban
areas and several thousand in the rural. areas), the associations are
structured to be an appendage of the urban dwellers' associations within
the rural areas. No women's association yet has a legal, political or economic
identity separate from that of the male-dominated urban dwellers' associations
or the male-dominated rural peasants' associations.
There are no laws in Ethiopia which restrict the employment of women
within the public and private sectors. However, the study shows that women
do not occupy positions in numbers equal to those of men in both sectors.
Moreover, even when women are employed. it is usually in the lower paying
and relatively less skilled jobs. In the rural areas, the majority of
Ethiopian women are not considered within the "economically active population"
because of their work as unpaid family labour within the household and
agriculture.
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The very low educational level of Ethiopian women (0.5 percent of the
total rural female population were literate before the campaign of late
1979) seriously hampers the advancement of women, as does the relative
unavailability of medical services in the rural areas. Many of the
training programmes for the women's associations do not encompass women's
familial and non-familial roles, but rather focus on traditional household
tasks with limited training related to agricultural production or employment
and income-generating activities.
Recommendations of the study focus on family law a$ well as employment
and educational guarantees. Requirements are suggested for a minimum age of
marriage. joint responsibilities of spouses within the management of the
family and the household, increased employment possibilities with full
maternity benefits, economic and educational opportunities for rural women,
and an intensive educational campaign. Importance is placed on the need
for women to receive education designed to. upgrade their legal and political
consciousness and to participate in pOli~-making in local and national
organizations and programaes for rural and urban services.

Danfel Hane
March 1979
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to present a general study of the impact
of law on the status of Ethiopian women. This entails basically three
processes:
(l)

a critical analysis and assesment of the laws which have direct
or indirect impact on the status of women in relation to men;

(2) a discussion of the congruity with or divergence of these laws
from current practice and custom;
(3) finally, in cases where the above reveals a state of IIl aw or
unequal status for women II , a discussion of how to alleviate
such inequality.
In this study we are dealing with a concept (status) which is difficult
to measure; in addition' the subjects of the inquiry, "women", do not
constitute a homogeneous sociological or social group. They are grouped
together and evaluated without due·consideration made of their differences.
Women in a society stratified by classes reflect the existing class divisions
in that society with the subsequent variations in their status. In addition,
the fact that Ethiopia is a country of heterogeneous nationalities (ethnic
groups) with' different cultures and attitudes towards women magnifies the
already existing class-based variations and makes it impossible to discuss
the many and varied customary laws. Therefore, our examination of customary·
laws will mainly focus on the following:
(1) the Fetha Negast, a work combining both spiritual and secular
matters, which is loosely applied to Christians of the Ethiopian
plateau;
(2) the Sharia, the religious law of Muslims;
(3) the Gada, the socio-political system of the Oromo people of
Ethiopia
The analyses of the above customary laws added to that of the formal
laws, i.e. Civil Code, etc., give a substantial indication of the laws by
which the majority of the Ethiopian masses are governed.

II. GENERAL BACKGROUND
Ethiopia is a large country with an area of nearly 1.2 million square
kilometres. To date no complete population census has been taken covering
the whole country, so that an estimate of its population may be subject to
a wide margin of error. However. based upon some sample surveys the total
was estimated to be 2,102,000 in 1975. The following table shows the
break-down of the total population by age group and sex:
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I:

BREAKDOWN "OF TOTAL POPULATION BY AGE GROUP AND SEX

Total
Population

Number
in ('OOO)

4614.8
0-4
3798.5
5- 9
10 - 14
3265.2
2805.7
15 - 19
20 - 24
2373.9
2074.1
25 - 29
1-781.6
30 - 34
1511.0
35 - 39
1264.5
40 - 44
812.2
50 - 54
608.8
55 - 59
60 &over 1192.8
TOTAL
27102.1
Source:

MA

BOTH SEX

Percent Number
in ('OOO)
17.2

14.0
12.0
10.4
8~8

7.7
6.6
5.5
4.7
3.0
2.2
4.4
100.0

2338.9
1929.3
1667.0
1438.5
1217 .5
1066.8
909.9
768.1
635.4
403.9
294.1
550.2
13714.9

E

FEMALE

Percent Number
in (IOOO)
17.1
14.1
12.2
10.5
8.9
7.8
6.6
5.6
4.6
2.9
2.1
4.0
100.0

2275.9
1869.2
1598.2
1367.2
,1156.4
1007.3
871.7
742.9
629.1
408.3
314.7
642.6
13387.2

,

Percent
17.0
14.0
11.9
10.2
8.6
7.5
6.5
5.6
4.7
3".0
2.4
4.8
100.0

St~tist1cal Abstract (1976), p.21.
As shown in the Table, males and females are about equal in
number in the population as a whole, but men outnumber women
in all age categori es except that of age 60 and over.

Ethiopia is a land of extreme contrasts; its variety of people and
nature almost defy description. More than seventy languages and over 200
dialects are spoken in Ethiopia, and three of the world's major religions,
Christianity, Islam and Judaism, are actively practiced.
Despite the multitude of cultures, languages and religions, until
1974 the Amhara-Tigrai Christian culture was predominant. However, after
the 1974 Revolution the right to self-determination of all nationalities
was recognised in the programme of National Democratic Revolution tnd the
domination of one nationality by another was explicitly condemned. To
a certain extent, the Provislonal Military Government of Socialist Ethiopia
has been putting this new policy into effect by announcing major policy
declarations in all the major languages, by declaring Muslim holidays as
public holidays, and by bringing the cultures of the "forgotten and oppressed
ethnic groups to the forefront. Moreover, an announced policy of greater
regional autonomy will hopefully give full effect to the above in the near
future.

ll

.
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III.

STATUS OF WOMEN
The general term status usually refers to the position or positions
in which persons or groups are found in the structure of a society .
.Different amounts of power and prestige, benefits and obligations, as
well as certain rights are accorded to these positions and, according
to a recent 's t udy, appropriate behavior is expected from persons occupying
different statuses. 2 The status of women refers, therefore, to the
collection of different positions which women hold in the social structure
as compared to the collection of positions held by other broad categories
recognised in a society, such as men, children, the aged, particular
language or religious groups.
In this study we shall be examining the positions which women hold
in the family, in economic affairs, in the political system and in other
spheres. We shall particularly look at the choices or options which the
different laws and customs make available to women as compared to those
of men in the above-mentioned areas.

IV.

LAWS PERTAINING TO MARRIAGE AND FAMILY
laws and policies which affect the rights of women within the family
are significant because the family is the immediate -environment for almost
every womnn in Ethiopia and for some it is their total environment. No
wonder that ·the Amharic term for a lady or a woman is yebet emebet,
.
literally the "lady of the house".
Although the number of laws affecting the rights of women in the
family are qUite 'numerous, they can be classified under the right to enter
into marriage, rights and obligations during marriage, and rights during
the dissolution of the marriage.
A.

Right to Enter into Marriage
The Civil Code of Ethiopia recognizes three types of marriage:(1) Civil marriage, which is celebrated before an officer
of civil status;
(2) Religious marriage, which is celebrated according to
the rites of the religion of both parties or one of
them; and
(3) Customary marriage, which is celebrated according to
such rites as are considered by the custom. of the
community to which the spouses belong or to which one
of the spouses belongs, thus constituting a permanent
union between the man and the woman. 3

Civil marriage is generally limited to cities such as Addis Ababa
and Asmara. On the other hand religious marriage~ in particular the
Christian type known are kurban because of its undisso1ubillty, is

~
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mostly re servedto the clergy. The majority of the population enters into
matrimony according to customary rites of which the semanya 4 is the most
common. A survey conducted in Addis Ababa in 1973, for example, revealed
thatJ of the 805 respondents who were Christians 735 were married at least
once. Uf these 36 had married in church, while 73 percent of all married
interviewees (598) had married through semanya. The rest had entered
matrimony in other ways accepted by indigenious culture. The same survey
similarly showed that of the total of 76 Moslem respondents, 42 were
married through Nicha, ~ Muslim religious marriage ceremony performed by
a kadi (muslim judge ).5 Also according-to the survey none of the interviewees had entered into matrimony in accordance with requirements of civil
marriage.
Despite the frequency of semanya and other forms of customary marriages,
one must note the fact that, even though religious and customary marriages
may be subject to such other conditions as are prescribed by the religion
or custom according to which the marriage is celebrated, there are conditions
or formalities that are common to all three forms of marriage. Of these, the
conditions relating to minimum age, the requirement of consent, and number
are most significant to the status of women in Ethiopia.
Legal Age of Marriage
Even though the different sets of laws under consideration provide for
different minimum ages for marriage, the notion or concept of a minimum age
for marriage is incorporated in all.
The civil code prOVides that "a man who has not at~ined the f ull age
of eighteen years and a woman who has not attained the full age of f i f teen
years may not contract marriage." 6 Similarly, the Fetha Negast lays down the
age of twenty as the legal age for a man and the age of twelve for a woman
·t o marry 7 while the Sharia states that the earliest period for a boy is
twelve years and for a girl nine years. 8 In the Drama culture males get
married only after they are well over twenty, but girls are expected to be
married at the age of sixteen. A girl who is still unmarried at the age
of twenty is considered to haffa or an old maid.9
Although the different laws impose different age requirements it is worthy
to note that all of them uniformly set a lower age of marriage for women than
for men. With a traditional outlook, it is believed that men as breadwinners should support a wife, whereas women at an earlier age were ready to
be wives and mothers. Given these considerations it is easy to see that once
a man marries a woman younger than himself, he assumes a paternal role in
relation to his wife by virtue of his maturity and experience in life. Such
paternalism can early result in male domination.
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The age difference between husbands and wives in Ethiopia "is even more
accentuated in reality because girls generally tend to marry at an age below
the legally set minimum. A survey of women working in drinking houses"in
Addis Ababa, who normally come from rural areas, showed that the majority or
70 percent of them had married before attaining the legal age of marriage. 10
Similarly, a sample survey conducted by the Central Statistical Office in
1974 shows that while 69 percent of the female population are married by the
age of ninteen, the figure for males is only 5.9 percent,again indicating
the tendency of early marriage for women in comparison to men. l l
The Requirement of Consent
The Civil Code, the Fetha Negas"t and the Shari a all requi re the personal
consent of each of the spouses for marriage. rn-addition all the laws require
the consent .of representatives of the family.
The fundamental reason for the requirement of consent of the family is the
underlying belief that marriage is not simply a union bevNeen the couple but
a union between their two families as well. It is due to this underlying belief
that even the "nndern" civil code does not make the consent of the couple final
but subordinates it to a mechanism known as lIopposition", by which representatives of the family listed in Art. 562 can submit their opposition to the
marriage. l 2
The mechanism of opposition given to representa tives of the fami ly is only
one fact of the institution of arranged marriage wh ich is st i l l quite preval ent
in most parts ~f the country. Arranged marriages cer t ai nl y affect bot h the male
and female spouses. However, due to the fact that the young girl in most cases
is not consulted and is required to marry a man whom her father chases rather
than a man whom she loves, and even if consulted is not in a position to give
"intelligent consent" because of her "age and lack of experience, the woman wil l
be prone to coaxing from her parents.
In addition to the above, the institution of bride price makes the marriage
of the daughter a highly sensitive family affair, more so than that of a son.
The remark made by Asnerom Legesse regarding the Borena Galla13 that lithe marriage
of a daughter -is a collective concern of the family as a whole, especially the
male members whose prospect of marriage or remarriage often depend on the number
of bridewealth cattle brought in by outmarrying girls",14 is applicable to all
such systems.

•

Finally, in connection with the requirement of consent, one has to mention
the practice of marriage by abduction. To the author·s best knowledge only women
and never men are the victims of this practice, which totally negates the concept
of free consent.1S Usually the abducti on is practi sed .. correctly" t that is to
say
without undue violence. The result is that the young victim will find
herself suddenly married, even though a few minutes earlier she had no idea that
a boy has chosen her as his future wife. Not only are women subjected to marriage
by abduction but they are occasionally used as a means of barter in what is known
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as ~xchange marriage, i.e., a system of marriage where a man who w1she~ to marry
arranges with another man to exchange sisters in order to get a bride. 16
Number of Spouses
According to the Civil Code of Ethiopia, marriage is a monogamous union,
as it has always been in Christian Ethiopia. No provision is made for the
Muslim sector of the population which comprises about 35 percent the population.
Art. 585 of the Civil Code expressly states that "a person many not contract
a marriage so long as he is bound by the bonds of a preceeding marriage".
However, despite this explicit provision, polygny is common both amongst
Muslims and Christians.
A survey conducted by the Central Statistical Office in 1973 showed that
about 9 percent of the males had two wives each and about one percent had
three wives or more. The following Table II presents the details.

MARRIED

Table II:

No.

-

15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
15

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

80:';

19
24
29
34
39
44
49
54
59
64
69
74
19

tUS
Total

Source:

POPULATION BY NUMBER OF WIVES AND AGE GROUP

%

No.

.

4 Wives

3 Wives

2 Wives

1 Wife

Age Group

~~LE

%

No.

5 Wives or rrora

%

No.

%

No .

%

No .

%

-..

-

-

-

-

44200
244400
534000
560900
536300
428500
292600
279300
168100
183300
990000
67700
28900
37700
19000

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

-

3520400
, ,

100

43700
241300
51600
521900
476500
371700
251300
237200
141100
154800
80200
59000
25200
33400
- ·16100

98.9
98.7
96.6
93.0
88.8
86.8
85.9
84.9
83.9
84.4
83.6
87.1
87.2
89.8
84.7

800
3000
17600
36700
54700
51500
. 30900
36800
24400
25400
14400
7200
3300
3100
2400

0.9
1.2
3.3
6.5
10.2
12.0
12.6
13.2
14.5
13.8
15.0
10.6
11.4
8.3
12.6

100
100
400
2100
4600
4900
3400
4600
1900
2500
1000
1100
400
600

0.2
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.9
1.1
1.2
1.7
1.1
1.4
1.0
1.6
1.4
1.6
2.7

200
500
300
900
400
700
300
300
300

0.1 .
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.5

100

..

0.3

-

3,169~00

90.0

31,.7800

9.0

28.200

0.8

4,000

0.2

1000
,

SOO .

Total

..

-

-

-

-

100
100
300

0.1

300
100
100

0.2
0.1
0.2

-

..

-

-

-

Central Statistical Office, "The Demography of Ethiopia," Statistical Bulletin,
No. 10 January 1974.
.
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Despite this prevalence of polygny, however, the ·author is not aware of
a single court action against persons who commit bigamy.
Polygny is perhaps one of the institutions which glaringly manifests the
supremacy of the man and the degradation of the woman. It is common for such
marriages to breed jealousy amongst those who are entitled to share the conjugal
bed and the competition for the man affection. The impact of these marriages
on the woman's status in relation to that of her husband can only be to perpetuate
her secondary status in relation to that of her husband as well as all -men.
1s

Lower age and the greater economic dependence of women on men than of men on
women make women more prone to accept the dictates of arranged marriages, thereby
subordinating her consent. The practice of marriage by abduction and .exchange
marriages totally negate the idea of free consent, making the woman a passive
subject in a purely male transaction. Hence, the laws dealing with ·t he right to
enter marriage by setting lower minimum ages of marriage for women, by condoning
the institution of bride price and marriage by abduction and polygny, succeed in
creating a context that is perfect for continued male domination.
B.

Right and Obligations During Marriage

In the last section we have seen how the laws and practices prescribing
different standards of entry into valid marriage for men and women create a
context whereby male domination is the result. We shall now proceed to examine
whether the laws regulating the rights and obligations of the spouses during
marriage compound or ameliorate this state of affairs during the duration of
the marriage. In order to do so it is necessary to carry out an analysis of the
legal effectsof marriage. l ?
The usual pattern of relations between husband and wife generally-is one
characterised by male domination ,even though the degree of domination may vary
from one ethnic group to another. If we take a typical Gurage family,18 for
example, one study revealed the following:
One way in which a woman can put into practice the ideals of a good wife
is always to know her place. A wife should always show proper deference
to her husband, especially when they have guests, and when the couple are
in public. A common sight today is a woman walking a few paces behind
her husband. At mealtime a wife is expected to serve her husband first,'
then she takes her meal later with her daughters and young sons, and
sometimes they eat apart from the men. If young children or servants
are not available, she is expected to wash nightlr the feet of the husband, father and head of the abarus (household), then the wife is
expected to do this for her husband's guests who stay overnight When
her husband retires the wife must sleep besides his bed.19
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The Civil Code of Ethiopia attempts to ameliorate this very depressing
state of affairs and states that the spouses owe each other respect, support
and assistance. 20 However, it doesn't totally break with tradition and grant
full equality to women within marriage. Article 635 of the Civil Code provides
that the husband is the head of the family and that the women owes him obedience.
The superiority of the husband in gUiding the moral and material position of
the family is ascertained by Article 637 and reiterated by Art. 644, which
imposes on the husband the obligation to provide protection to the wife and to
guide her conduct. But even more obnoxious is the treatment of the wife as the
husband1s chattel, which is reflected in various customary laws and in the
Civil Code, Art. 2115 .21
Even though the overall supremacy of the man is generally the accepted
norm, in practice women playa much more important role in the domestic scene.
A survey conducted in Addis Ababa in 1973 posing questions to women as to who
was the head of the family and who was the head of the household revealed the
following. 22
Head of the family
myself
my husband
others
Head

~f

293
524
63

33.3%
59.53%
7.15%

730
80

82.93%
9.77%
1.36%
5.92%

the household

myself
my husband
both of us
others

12
52

These findings are equally true for the rural areas. Thus, for example,
a Bornna Galla, will say formally that theabbawara (male head of family) or
abba mana (male head of household). is in charge of domestic activities, but this
is an empty norm with little relevance to the daily lives of men and their wives.
The Borena have no term meaning female head of family, although they do have
a term hat; mana (female head of household) or more accurately mot her of the
house ll • 23 That women exercise functions and occupy roles in the household more
important than what might be expected in a society characterized by male
domination should not be very surprising.
Il

A study was completed in Addis Ababa (1976) related to decision-making
within the family. Women were asked whether theYt their husbands or others made
decisions on each item. Table III shows the findings regarding decision-making.

The Status of Addis Ababa Women in Relation to the Decision-Making Process

Table III:

Item to be
decided
Educating one's children
Inviting guests
Assisting relatives
Visiting relatives in (Addis
Ababa)
Spending Money on:
Personal needs
Saving money
Selling of property
Purchasing of property
Being employed (wage employment)
Being a guarantor
What to do in times of illness
Changing residence
Building one's house
Visiting relatives out of A.A
Going abroad
Others
Source:

PERSONS HAVING FINAL SAY
My
My
My
My
My
My -I My
self spouse boss father mother friends relations

My
neighbours others

396
453
451

332
383
384

4
2
3

12
7
10

10
13
11

0
1
0

14
15
16

0
1
0

4
5

483

357

5

9

10

1

11

0

4

437
437
356
424
386
268
132
426
399
447
207
15

384
358
348
383
379
339
373
388
373
375
193

2
1
0

8

12
12
8
9
7
8
8
8
9
10

2

5
5
3
3

5

1

0
0
0
0
1
1
9
1
1
1
1
0

0

1
0
2

3
2

2
0

8

10
10
10
10
11

10
11
10
6
0

5

1

0

12
11 .
17
16
24
17
39
20
16
18
8

0

0

0
2
2
5

6
10
6
0
3

Alasebu Gebre Selassie, A P~ofi1e of the Addis Ababa Women,
(1976), p , 100.

5

5

4
6
3
5

4
4
0

I
--'

o
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As can be seen from the foregoing Table II, the majority of the women
interviewees said that they were the ones who made all the decisions, except
as to what Has to be done in times of illness and being a guarantor. It is
worthy to note those that the women claimed to make decisions pertaining to
employment, selling and purchasing of property and changing of residence. These
findings do not appear to be consistent with everyday observations. Had the
interview been conducted ~n the presence of the husbands of the wives intervieweed, the results would probably have been different.
Personal Rights of Women in Marriage
In connection with the personal rights of women in marriage the right of
married women to retain their own name, domicile, residence, and nationality,
and the extent of their parental rights in qenera1 are taken as signs of
equality, while the adoption of her husbandfsname, domicile, residence, and
nationality is taken as a reflection of her unequal status.
Art. 40 of the Civil Code provides that a married women shall retain her
personal family name, but she may be designated or designate herself by the
name of the husband while the marriage lasts. Even though it is now eighteen
years since the Civil Code has been in force, few people in Ethiopia have family
names in the Western sense, and the law requiring all Ethiopian to adopt such
family names is simply a dead issue making discussion about retention of the
woman's family name academic. 24
Pursuant to the Civil Code, the right to choose a common residence is given
to the husband.25 However, this right cannot be exercised in a manner which is a
manifestly abusive manner or contrary of the agreement of marriage. Where it is
so, the wife has the right to appeal to the family arbitrators.
Similarly Art. 189 of the Civil Code provides that a married woman has the
domicile of her husband as long as the marriage lasts:
This rule, reflecting the unity of marriage, shows again the
primacy of the husband. It is particularly unfair since, unless
she established her own domicile, the wife will be obliged to
apply to the courts of the country of her husband's domicile in
any matter concerning personal rights of status. 26

'.

An Ethiopian woman who marries a foreigner loses her Ethiopian nationality
only if the national law of her husband confers his nationality upon her. 27
However, an Ethiopian woman who has lost her nationality reacquires her Ethiopian
nationality upon dissolution of the marriage by divorce, separation, or death,
or if she becomes domiciled in Ethiopia and applies for re-admission.
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An Ethiopian woman, Qlthou~h entitled-to r~ta;n her family name, will
invariably lose her right to retain her residence domicile, and if the national
law of her husband confers his nationality upon her, nationality as well.
Nationality and domicile 'ar e the basis by which the personal status of a person
is determined, and by requiring the wife to adopt the domicile and nationality
of her husband, the law is subjecting her to laws that are totally alJen to her
background.
Parental Rights
Customarily, parental rights are exercised by the father in any marriage.
The Fetha Negast, for example, states, lithe (natural) guardian is the (ward's)
father, if he himself is not under guardianship, next the person appointed guardian
by the father, next the eldest brother, then the grandfather, the parental
uncle and then the parental nephew". 28 Similarly, pursuant to the Sharia rules,
the father is the guardian, failing in order of priority the following are
entitled: the father's executor, the father's father or the paternal grandfather's
executor. 29 However, it must be emphasized that even though both the· Fetha
.
Negast and the Sharia do not recognize the mother as legal guardian, they do not
prohibit her being a guardian by appointment. The Civil Code in Ethiopia, on the
other hand, attempts to depart from tradition by making the wife a joint
guardian, but by giving the authority to exercise such a right solely to the
father reduces the wife to a mere nominal guardian.
Patrimonial Rights
The term patrimonial rights signify the rights pertaining to property.
In this section we shall consider rights to matrimonial and personal property,
and inheritance rights of the spouses • .
The legal concept of matrimonial property reflects, of course, the legal
concept of marriage and the maintenance of a common household. Matrimonial
property or common property refers to property acquired during marriage. Even
though the laws considered give the wife an equal right and share of the
matrimonial property upon termination of the marriage, the_husband is entrusted ·
with its administration for the duration of the marriage. 30 This power of
administration granted to the husband. however, is legally restricted, for a
husband is not entitled to alienate a common movable the value of which exceeds
five hundred Ethiopian dollars, without the consent of the wife. under the
gUise of administerin~.31
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As far as personal property, i.e., the property which the spouses each
possess on the day of their marriage acquired by succession and or donation,
the Civil Code 649 grants each spouse the right to administer" his/her personal
property and receive the income therefrom. 32
Under the customary laws considered above a wife is entitled to inherit
from her husband's state. The Fetha Negest, for example, lays down detailed
provisions concerning the inheritance rights of spouses. It provides that
if a husband or a wife dies without having written a will and does not have
a natural heir among either his/her ascendants, descendants or his/her
collaterals, then the husband/wife is entitled to all the wife's/husband's
property, and similarly the wife/husband is entitled to the others property.
However, if the deceased has natural heirs the surviving spouse takes half
of the deceased's estate and the other half goes to his heirs. If the
heirs are her. children and if they are three or less than three, she shall be
given a fourth part of the estate. If theY3~re four or more she gets a
share equal to that of one of her "Children.
The Sharia also makes the wife a Koranic or class I heir. However, one
notes that while the inheritance share due the wife ranges from one-eighth to
one-fourth depending on whether there are children or not, the share of the
husband ranges from one-fourth to one-half.34 This is definitely in favour
of the husband, enhancing his economic position and thereby elevating his
social status while producing the opposite effects on , the women's economic
and social status.
The Civil Code on the other hand does not recognize the spouses as legal
heirs to "each other. The law of intestate succession proceeds as follows:
to the descendants, to the ascendants, to collatenals and finally to the
State. But even though the spouses cannot inherit by virtue of the law they
are not precluded from inheriting by virtue of a will .35 However, as the
death of one spouse terminates the marriage, the surviving spouse will be
entitled to half of the common property and to recover his or her personal
property.
In conclusion one can say that with the exception of the Sharia, which
grants a lesser inheritance share to the wife, the laws and practices regarding
partimonial rights of the spouses are quite fair.
C.

Rights During Termination

A marriage may come to an end in three ways: the death of one of the spouses,
by an order of the court dissolving the marriage, and by an order of the court
dissolving the marriage, and by divorce. As security in the union of marriage
and status of women are directly related, the circumstances under which a marriage
comes to an end by divorce is of particular significance to the status of women.
We shall 'thus focus our attention on this important area and critically analyze the
right to divorce, the grounds and procedure for divorce, and the effects of divorce.
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The Right to Divorce
The Civil Code and the Fetha Negast grant the right .t o petition for divorce
to both spouses, while under Muslim law this right is given solely to the husband
who is entitled to delegate it to any person t including the wife. 36
However t there ;s a difference between the Fetha Negast and the Civil Code
on the one hand and the Sharia on the other as regards the right to petition .
for divorce. However t in our opinion this difference is merely apparent t as the
end result of granting the right to divorce to both sp04ses, or granting limited
rights to the wife, is actually the same, for women will not exercise such a
right until more rights and opportunities are given to women ·OutSide matrimony.
In the area of family lawt the most notable factors making women hesitant to use
their right to petition for divorce is the nonexistence of alimony upon divorce.
According to the Civil Code the husband is obliged to supply maintenance (alimony)
to his children but not to the wife. 37 Since the vast majority of women depend
on their husbands for their livelihood they will choose to stay within the bonds
of matrimony, bearing all kinds of mistreatment as the case may bet rather than
exercise their right to petition for a divorce.
Grounds and Procedures for Divorce
Customary marriage is usually characterized as a marriage which is capable of
being dissolved without any limitations imposed by a rigid set of grounds for
divorce. This is definitely quite true for all customary marriages in Ethiopia t
with the exception of Oromo customary marriage which is a ~Rion for life in. theory
and practice. The main cause for the high rate of divorce among the Musllm
population is the unfettered right granted to the Muslim husband to divorce
his wife. But even amongst the Christian population, where the right of both
spouses to divorce is limited to some extent, there is a high rate of divorce.
The Fetha Negast, 39 the body of Christian law governing divorce t sets the
following as grounds for divorce:
- husband and wife agree to become monk and nun;
inability of either to procreate children;
- unfaithfulness t but in the case of the husband, only
if sufficiently public to cause scandal;
- attempt by one on the life of the other;
- for epilepsy contracted before marriage and previously
unknown by the other party;
- either contracts leprosy or elephantiasis;
- either is condemned to a long term of imprisonment;
- either publicly and falsely accuses the other of
infidelity.40
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Those who drafted the Civil Code, real1z1ng the above deficiencies, added
what may be termed IIdivorce hindrance devices
There is divorce only when the
grounds for divorce in the Code are complied with. A divorce can be granted
only on the grounds laid down by law which are classified into serious grounds
and other grounds. 4l These divorce hindrance devices would obviously enhance
the security and thereby the status of women, but ,the application of the Code
is limited in most instances to the urban centres~ 1 thus their overall impact
is bound to be insignificant in Ethiopia, which is primarily rural ~
ll

•

In this regard one must note the important role of the divorce procedure
in acting as a divorce hindrance device; The Code adopts a traditional
institution, family arbitrators, as a mechanism for divorce. When one
or both spouses petitions for divorce the husband and the wife or close relatives
of each select an equal number of arbitrators to represent their side and the
arbitrators select an additional neutral person to make the total an odd number.
The application for divorce and decision is made by this body. The fact that
the family arbitrators are close relatives or persons who know the spouses are
more inclined to listen and follow the advice given by their friends, neighbours
or relatives, rather than a judge who may be unknown to them. This procedure
for resolving marital dispute by family arbitrators is certainly a better device
for enhancing the security of women than the more impersonal court procedures.

Effect of Termination of Marriage
The two most important problems which must be resolved of a marriage
are the divisipn of the COlllTlon property and the custody of children.
General, whether considered under the customary laws or under the
Civil Code, upon termination of the marriage each spouse retakes his
or her personal property.42 If the personal property is mingled with the
common property, the wife is given preference because, as a rule, the
husband is the spouse who administers the common property. Then the
common property ;s divided equally between the spouses or in accordance
with the decision of the family arbitrators. 43
Similarly, custody of children is decided by the family arbitrators.
Normally, unless there are serious grounds for deciding otherwise, the
children are entrusted to their mother up td the age of five years and
to the father over five years of age regardless of sex. 4
Although the
code says that this is in the best interests of the children, there is
reason to believe that this practice is really based upon the proposition
that it is the mother's duty to raise young children who when they grow up
become productive members of their father's homestead or business, as the
case may be. The father is obliged to assist the mother by providing
maintenance to the children under her custody, however, the amount is
usually insignificant since the raising of children is more or less a fulltime job. The end result of divorce is the transformation of the woman from
a relatively unequal partner in the marriage to having full responsibility for
caring for the children and no assistance from the childrenls father.
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V.

HEALTH AND FAMILY PLANNING
A.

Health

Health is mainly a biological but also a social indicator of status
Depleted health means less time and energy to adequately function in
•
home ~~d community life; Thus while good health does not ensure that a
women's status will improve it may be an important pre-condition if women
are to take steps to elevate their own status;4S
,
. I~ te~s of medical services, there are eighty-four hospitals in
Ethl~Pl~ wlth a tota~ of. 6~3 beds and 345 doctors. For a nation of about

27 mllllon people thlS glves an ides of the inadequacy of health facilities. 46

Not only are health facilities and medical and para-medical personnel
generally inadequate, but this inadequacy ;s aggravated even more by the maldistribution of existing facilities and manpower in favour of urban areas. Only
15.2 percent of the population have access to any kind of medical services and
the vast majority of the people living in the rural areas must rely on traditional
medicines. Women as members of the society are affected by the lack of medical
attention and, like the rest of the population, their health levels are bound
to suffer. However, with child-bearing duties, women particularly require special
medical and legal measures. Even though the vast majority of mothers rely' on
traditional midwives for delivery and death rates are not known, the death rate
even for those who have the opportunity of modern medical facilities is not
negligible. According to the Statistical Abstrocl of 1976, amongst the 22,410
patients admitted to hospitals for difficulties related to pregnancy, childbirth,
and related ailments in 1971, 121 died. Similarly, out of the 22,787 in-patients in
'1971- 72 for similar difficulties;158 died.
B.

Female Circumcision

Female circumcision is another phenomenon which is not only closely related
to the health of women t but is an item which again reflects the double standard
of some of the prevalent attitudes and values in Ethiopia. lI~emale circumcision
is widely practiced in Ethiopia. All girls are circumcised throughout the
highlands with the ,xception of Gojjam. It is done on girls ranging from newborns
to ten-year-01ds,II.4 The main reasons for circumcising girls is the customary
norm requiring girls to be . virgin at the time of marriage. As c~rcumcision is
believed to decrease their sexual urges, it helps to keep girls "intact" and
thereby keeps them from bringing shame to their families. As reported by a
pediatrician at the Black Lion Hospital, children who bleed heavily because they

- 1.7 .I

have been cut too much are frequent sights. There is no doubt that these children
could bleed to death without medical help. and nearly 80 percent of the population
have no access to orofessional assistance. Female circumcision thUS. first and
foremost. is a danqer to the life and health nf female children.
But in addition to being a hazard to the life and health of women, a study
submitted to the Fifth Congress Sudan has unequivocally established that female
circumcision reduces the sensitivity in the genital area of woman. 48 Moreover, Penal
Code Arts 537. 538 which includes the maiming and disabling of essential organs would
by interpretation cover female ~ircumcision and make it illegal. However, as in many
other matters even though it is the legislator who proposes, it is the people who
dispose and such laws are not implemented.
C.

Family Planning

In traditional societies, chilQren are seen as sources of labour and security
against old age and, hence, motherhood is sanctified. Various rituals sanctifying
motherhood and the special treatment which is customarily accorded to pregnant women
testify to this. Not only are women encouraged to procreate but failure to procreate,
as we have seen earlier, is grounds for divorce. In such a social milieu where more
children mean greater respect for the woman, it would be quite strange if one found
ideas such as family planning and fertility regulation flourishing. Thus it is no
wonder that sterilization is still a criminal offence in Ethiopia. Penal Code Arts.
537 and 538 cover sterilization by interpretation. Despite the law, cases of.
voluntary sterilization are not unknown. Indeed, while the most frequently mentioned
method of birth control used by the wife in Ethiopia was the oral pill, the second
most frequently mentioned was sterilization. 49 However, one must note that both the
knowledge and the availability of the above facilities is limited to the urban areas.
Although women in the rural areas do practice some traditional forms of birth control,
scientific and modern methods such as the pill and sterilization are neither known
nor accessible to them.
The cases of voluntary sterilization recorded in the files of the Ethiopian
Guidance Association show assistance to a person who wishes to undergo a
sterilization operation if the person has attained at least 35 years of age, has at
least five children, presents proof indicating that pregnancy is dangerous to the
health of the mother, obtains agreement of the other spouse, and shows socio-economic
need. Similarly, abortion is alloWed only "when it is done to save the pregnant
woman from grave and permanent danger to the life or health which it is impossible
to avert in any other way", and a detailed procedure for the ascertainment of such
reasons is set out in the Code. Aside from the medical grounds stated above, no
other ground is penmitted. 50
'~ m i l y

.

The procedure for abortion, when it ts permitted, is very ri gid. The danger to
the pregnant woman1s life or health shall be diagnosed and certified in writing except
when it is impossible by registered medical practitioner. Also required is the
concurrent opinion of a second qualified doctor and the consent of the pregnant woman,
or where she is incapable, that of her next of kin. Non-conformance with the above
procedure entails a punishment under article 790 of the Penal Code.
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Finally, the Penal Code of 1975 and the Pharmacy Regulations impose the
requirement of lawful authorization in order to sell contraceptives. But despite
the above laws contraceptives are freely available in pharmacies to almost anyone
wishing to buy them. Moreover, the Family Guidance Association distributes
contraceptives to the needy free of charge. 51
The ability to regulate fertility safely and effectively makes a fundamental
contribution to the physical health of women and to their chances for a productive
role in society. Moreover, the right to decide whether to have a child or not is
probably the single most important indicator of whether women have actual control
over their lives or not. But such a right is denied to them by the stringent penal
code provisions. As long as these laws remain in effect the fight to achieve
equali.ty for women will remain an ideal.
Despite the hindrances created by such stringent laws, the remarkable efforts
of the Family Guidance Association of Ethiopia in educating women about family
health and welfare in general and in disseminating information on the use of oral
contraceptives for women must be noted. The tasks of the Association, i.e.,
reaching the public, have been made such easier by the mass organizations created
by the 1974 Revofution, and the number of women using contraceptives has soared from
8000 to 16,000 between 1974 and 1975. 52

VI. EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Even though Ethiopia possesses an ancient script and literature, and the
Ethiopian Orthodox Church has for many centuries maintained a system of schools
throughout the country, the overall standard of education is extremely low. Only
10 percent of the population can read and write. A breakdown of this overall literacy
rate by sex reveals that the literacy rate for women is even lower.
Of the urban population aged 10 years and over 34 percent
were literate with 56 percent for males and 17 percent for
females.
.
For the same period the literacy rate of the rural population
was very low. The 1970 literacy rate of the rural population
was about 5 percegj' with 9 percent male and about 0.5 percent
females literate.
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TABLE IV:

STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY GRADE AND SEX

Grade 1-6
Male
Femal e

1973/74.

1974/75

1973/76

585,629
273,202

651 ,893
305,408

711 ,074

339,260

71 ,189

30,560

85,268
39,298

95,721
45,103

62,080
19,216

47,439
16,774

65,118
23,423

6,000
2,659

X

X

X

X

Grade 7 and 8
Male
Female
Grade 9 - 12
Male

Female
Specialized Schools
Male
Female
Institutions of Higher Learning
Male
Female
Total students

•

Source:

6,016
588
1,146,639

Statistical Abstract (1976), p. 232

523

X

72

X

1,146,693

1,279,699
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The rate of school enrollment for girls is lower ,t han that of boys and
attendance irregular and for shorter periods. There are several apparent reasons
why so few girls are enrolled even in areas where schools are available.
The belief still prevails that girls do not need education because their
husbands will provide for them. This attitude, even though changing, is still
dominant in rural areas in general and even in cities like Addis Ababa where one
would expect the grip of traditional attitudes to be weaker. A 1973 survey asking
Addis Ababa mothers the levels of education they desired for their sons and
daughters revealed that mothers wished less education for their daughters than for
their sons.
TABLE V: Educational Standard Desired for Sons and
Daughters by Addis Ababa Mothers

MOTHERS' WISHES
. Grades 1 - 8
9 - 12
Up to the end
Complete College
None
Source:

FOR SONS'
EDUCATION
5

180
313

153

0.57%
20.45%
35.57%
17.38%

-

FOR DAUGHTERS'
EDUCATION '
5

159
289
123
140

0.57%
18.06%
32.84%
13.98%
15.90%

Alasebu Gebre Selassie, A Profile of Addis
Women. (1976)

'Abab~

Moreover, quite a substantial number of mothers (140), 16 percent of the respondents
to the above survey expressed the view that education for girls was not even
necessary.
In addition to this pervasive feeling about daughters! education, the
pressure brought to bear on girls to marry young and the fact that girls are
needed to assist their mothers at home lowers their chances to enroll in schools.
The lack of compulsory education aggravates it even more.
In this regard the low literacy rate of women is not the only matter for
concern but the kind of curriculum provided for girls is also of importance t as in
the content of what girls and women study in school as it relates to their access
to employment.
Even though the number of schools for girls in the country is quite negligible
in most of the comprehensive high schools which offer both academic and commercial
subjects the majority of girls are enrolled in the commercial section which
invariably leads to a secretarial career. The high demand for such commercial
subjects, particularly typing, is manifested by the num~rous private typing
schoo1s that are crowded wi th gi rls.
Female participation in other fields of study, however, is notably low.
following table shows the number of women training in vocational training

The
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institutions in 1974-75. It reveals--"tha1: men outnumber women trainees in all fields,
except education and commerce.
TABLE VI:

The Number of Trainees in Vocational Training Institutions
By Sex

Field of Training

No. Undergoing Training
in 1974 - 75

No. that Completed Training
in 1974 - 75
I

l.

Admi n1 stra ti on
and Management
Agriculture
Education
Medicine and
Pub11 cHeal th
Industrial ,Techni cal
Commercial
Other traini ng
courses
TOTAL

Source:

Total

Women

Total

Women

206

29

206

29

826
38

103
21

401
38

59
21

907

115

496

75

2405

986

1532

498

1559

1283

831

708

1.26

17

93

5

6063

2554

3597

1395

i

~

Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs. The Train;n of
Man ower in Ethio ia durin 1967 E.C. 1974-75 GC ,p.4.

Most of the vocational training referred to above, however, benefits women in
the urban areas, and since the majority of women live in the rural areas, ways and
means by which such education can be made relevant to the working life of the rura 1
woman must be devised.
<

•

Education is one of the keys to entry into the modern sector, but as we have
noted earlier, this is an area where women are particularly disadvantaged. Not only
are their chances to full particioation and equality minimal but lack of education
and training has seriousrerercussionscnthe socio-economic development of the
country. Since women constitute half the society, a nation which is seriously
committed to raising the living standard of its citizens ought to consider women not
as marginal to the development process, but as essential human resources for generating
balanced development. This is hopefully what is meant by the slogan currently heani throughout the country that the "Revolution cannot achieve its goal without the
participation of women". But if this and other similar slogans are to be put into
effect, it is imperative that a massive educational campaign for women be undertaken.
VII. EMPLOYMENT AND RELATED PROBLEMS
imployment usually means participatiorr in the wage labour force. This definition,
therefore, excludes unpaid family workers, in either rural agricultural settings or in
an urban environment, and disregards the invaluable services of housewives thus
excluding the vast majority of Ethiopian women. But despite their exclusion from the

-n definition of "employees" Ethiopian women, whether they be in rural areas or in
the urban areas, perform the most tedious and backbreaking work.
In rural areas, women's responsibility extends beyond housework and the
care of children to assisting in farming and in the marketing of the produce.
Their role in cottage crafts and their services as spinners and midwives deserve
Rarticular attention.
Employment as defined is limited to a small portion of women in Ethiopia.
In policy, however, there is no distinction between men .and women as far as
employment opportunities are concerned. There are.not laws that restrict the
employment of women whether it be in the public or private sectors. The only
conditions of eligibility for public service, for example, are Ethiopian
nationality, attainment of majority and non-exts tence of disqualifying factors such
as prior dismissal from public service or criminal conviction. 54 Similarly,
in the private sector the main objective of the Public Employment Administration
is to facilitate the employment desires aDd capabilities adhering to the principle
pf non-discrimination against any person. 55
Ethiopia has rat~fied the ILO's Employment and Occupation Convention No. 111
of 1958 which proposes equal access for both men and women to vocational guidance,
placement services, training, employment, advancement, security of tenure,
remuneration for work of equal value, and work conditions, as long as they do not
adversely effect special measures for protection or assistance.
Despite the above laws, however, women's participation in employment definitely
shows underrepresentation. In an employment survey undertaken in 1970, the findings
indicated that out of a total of 95,505 employees in the public sector, only
9,714 or 9.6 percent (out of whom 553 were non-Ethiopians) were women. In the
private sector out of 176,927 persons included io the survey 39,700 or 22.4 percent
(out of whom 564 were non-Ethiopian) were women. 56
.
Recent data giving a breakdown of the "economically active p'opulation" 57 does
not show any improvement in the inclusion of womenls economic and social
contributions.

•

TABLE VI I:

AREA
Rural Areas

91 Urban Areas

Source:

Sex age specific participation rates of i'economical1y active"
persons for 91 urban areas and rural areas

SEX

10-14

15-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

55-59

60-64

65+

M
F
M+F

80.1
26.8
50.9

88.5

29.7
61.4

95.9
32.0
59.9

98.4
34.3
62.3

98.7
34.8
64.5

99.3
36.4

98.4
35.4

98.1

68.9

98.8
36.5
67.7

69.8

36.5
68.4

97.7
32.9
73.7

--

--

93.5
32.9
63.4

M
F
M+F

14.0
12.6
13.2

29.7
30.9
30.3

78.7
32.3
49.5

90.4
29.3
54.1

98.2
31.4
59.5

98.2
35.9
62.5

96.5
41.1
67.8

87.4
40.6
63.5

82.6
43.8
61.9

79.5
39.3
59.2

76.2
33.8
53.5

58.2
20.2
37.5

67.1
30.4
46.6

Central Statistical office, Analysis of Demographic data of urban areas covered during
urban survey second round 1969-71. p. 26

-

Total
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Customary attitud~s and practices as well as other socio-economic factors
account for and explain women1s underrepresentation in employment. Prevailing
customs in the country generally view the earning of money as the work of men.
Even though marketing of cash crops, which involves the handling of money, is
also undertaken by women, wage labour is considered as the sale domain of men.
In addition to such customs, the material and domestic responsibilities of women,
their lack of education and training, and the generally high level of unemployment
are factors which explain their underrepresentation as wage earners.
Women are not only underrepresented as wage earners. generally, but when
employed they are predominantly found in low-paying, unskilled tasks in manufacturing,
trade and tourism.
Of those employed in factories the majority are found in the sorting and
cleaning of coffee, the processing or manufacture of cotton, textiles, knit garments,
fibre, buttons, tobacco, soft drinks and shoes, - that is, jODs which generally
need very little skill and hence pay low wages.
We have already mentioned the fact that the employment laws explicitly prohibit
discrimination. But since maternity leave is seen by the employer as likely to
cause labour shortages and low production among pregnant women men are oftentimes
given preference in employment. This appearance of conformity with the law is at
times totally disregarded, as in the case of airline hostesses. It is known that
preference is given to single women in the recruitment of airline hg~tesses and in
some countries they are required to sign an agreement not to marry.
Not only are women victims of well-calculated methods of selection but even
when employed, their position and salary is much lower than that of their male
counterparts. This is the case, in splte of the legal principle of equal remuneration
for work of equal quality regardless of the sex which is provid~d for in Ethiopian
employment law. To veil this apparent discrimination some employers have attempted
to clothe similar jobs with different names. For instance, if a woman worker is a
clerk, the male counterpart may be called clerical officer. Details of the job
description would, however, remain the same.
Although information on income distribution between men and women is not
available, women1s salaries are lower than men's. One researcher reported on an
interview she had with one manager in which the manager told her that he calculated
one quarter of a man's salary for a woman doing the same kind of job . . Furthermore,
her research revealed that few women received more than U.S. $25 per5~onth even
if they had some education, and quite a few got less than U.S. $10.
The above
findings, although true a few years ago~ are definitely not so in present day
Ethiopia. Not only has the Revolution awakened women to fight for their legal rights
but the declaration by the Provisional Military Government of scientific socialism
as the philosophy of the country and the revolutionary actions taken to implement
it have made many hardened employers hesitant to continue their old practices of
evading the various laws.
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Women were not only discriminated against in the selection and the payment
of salary but, to add insult to injury in pre-1974 Ethiopia, women were forced
to retire at the age of 55 while their male counterparts could continue to work
until the age of 60.60
The presumption of the weakness of women and the paternalistic attitude of
the law towards them is reflected to a certain extent in the special laws designed
for their protection. The labour standards proclamation, for example, required
the employer to provide special care gVd protection to avoid injury to minors, women
and disabled persons employed by him.
The new Labour Proclamation, which is
highly influenced by labour legislation of other socialist countries, avoids this
cardinal error incorporated in the past laws and as far as safety and working
conditions are concerned treats men and women identically.
The labour law under the pre-revolutionary government provided for one month
maternity leave with half pay. However, a survey conducted in 1969 showed that
some companies did not conform with" the law and most women returned to work after
a little more than one week. On the other hand, while not denying the stated
policy of the firm, some stated that a woman had to argue and be~ too much to
receive payment, so the leave is usually forfeited. 62 The new labour law has been
in effect less than three years.
The only exception in it made for women, quite justifiable, is for pregnant
women. Art. 30(3) states that it is forbidden to have a pregnant women work
after 10 p.m. or for her to engage in dangerous trades. 63 Moreover, it allows
the pregnant woman to be paid for checkups upon certification of a medical doctor,
and pays for forty-five consecutive days of maternity leave.
Genuine economic equality is perhaps the most significant factor in bringing
about social equality. One of the avenues for attaining such equality is obviously
the granting of equal employment opportunities to women. However, as was noted
earlier, equal employment opportunities were denied to women reflecting the
prevalent attitudes of the society ~anifested in discriminatory laws and hiring
practices. At the present time, the National Democratic Revolution Programme of
Revolutionary Ethiopia realizes this state of affairs and vows that, "every
necessary effort will be undertaken to allow women to participate fully in
productive labour". 64

VII.
•

POLITICAL AND CIVIC RIGHTS

Political and civic rights. in a general sense, are "rights and privileges
or the influencgsb Y which individuals of a state seek to determine or control its
publ tc policy".
Therefore. it is necessary to consider various political and
civic rights of woman such as:
- equality before the law;
'- the right to vote;
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A.

the
the
the
the

right
right
legal
right

to run for public office~
to own and administer property:
capacity to make contracts;
to oroanlze~

Equality Before the Law

The National Democratic Revolution Programme, Art. 6 states, "there will
not be any sort of discrimination among religions and sexes,ll and Art. 8 (2)
of the Civil Code grants formal equality to women before the law. This equality
obviously extends to courts and tribunals as long as the requirements of Art. 33
.
of the Civil Procedure Code are fulfilled. 56
Despite the above guarantees of equality granted by the formal laws there
exist a variety of religious and customary practices negating the above.
About 35 per cent of the Ethiopian population are Muslim; but Until ·
as late as 1974 Muslim women, despite the fact that their rights would be better
protected in the ordinary courts, were precluded from SUbmitting cases pertainin~
to family matters to such courts. The Kadis and Naibas Proclamation grants the
jurisdication to determine and decide the following to the Kadis and Naibas
Councils, i.e.~ Muslim religious courts:
- any question regarding marriage, including divorce and
maintenance, guardianship of minors and family relationship, provided that the marriage to which the
question related was , concluded in accordance with
Mohammendan Law ~Sis7of the parties are all Mohammedans;
- any questions regarding wake gift, succession or
wills provided the endower or donor is a Mohammedan at
the time of his death;
- any question regarding the payment of the costs incurred
in any suit regarding the aforementioned matters.
Art. 3347 of the Civil Code states, "unless expressely provided, all rules
whether written or customary provided, in force concerning matters provided for
in this code shall be replaced by this code and hereby repealed
As matters
dealing with marriage, divorce, maintenance, guardianship, gift, and succession
are extensively covered by the Civil Code itself and no exceptions are made for
any group, the civil code has clearly abrogated the Sharia rules. Since the
raison d'etre of the Kadis and Naibas Council wa~ the existence of the Sharia rules
it would appear that once the rules are repeated the councils which used to apply
these rules would become defunct. However, despite what the law says these courts
continue to exist and function. In pre-1974 Ethiopia few Muslim women bro~ght
cases before the ordinary courts; only after the 1974 Revolution have greater number
of Muslim women begun to bring their cases before the ordinary courts, and in view
of the prevailing socialist atmosphere, the courts began to accept and hear such
tl

•
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cases. The Supreme Court's decision in the case of Mommina Mohammed v~ Abdul
Hakim Beghin gives full proof to the assertive attitude of the regular courts
to hear and decide cases involving Muslim pprsnna 1 1 a'''. In the case cited above
the wife petitioned the lower Courts to grant her an order for divorce. As both
spouses were Muslim, the husband submitted an objection based on the court's
lack of jurisdiction. The case went up to the Supreme Court which explicitly
and unequtvocal l y declared that accessibiHty to courts is equal to all Ethiopians
irrespective of their faith. 67

Besides the case of Muslim women, however, there is an overall paternalistic
approach shown by the traditional legal process. This procp.ss ~eems tn v;pw
wnmen more or less as grown up minors who constantly need protection. The
Fetha Negast, for · example, states, "if someone dares to accuse a woman who is
inexperienced ;n litigation and does not travel for buying and trading, the woman
shall not be .r.omnel 1ed to cnme (to the court). She shall give ,an order appointing
someone to represent her. If she has to take an oath the judqe shall send a
righteous man to hp.r to take her oath". 68 The implications of this are quite
obvious. If a woman cannot appear in court as a respondent she cannot appp.ar as a
~ l a i n t i ff pither.
Hence, with very few exceptions, one does not find women bringing
cases to court on their own volition.
B.

The Right to Vote

The concept of the democratic system in general and the idea of voting
in particular are very recent ohenomena in Ethiopi~.
Tra~itional systems, with the exception of the gada system, reflected the
feudal relationship. The main political unit~ were the villages and districts
headed by village heads. Major decisions were made by these heads and tenants,
whether female or male, had no s~y in surh ~ttpr. But even where certain
community matters had to be decided by the community at large such decisions were
made by shimagheles or elders. The term shimaghele is limited to older men and
a different word is used for older women. Thus the traditional system of decision
making by shimagheles was a system of decision by the male sages of the community.

•

The gada system, however, was markedly different from the centralized forms
of traditional government, in the sense that the people elected their own leaders.
But even under this system lIon~.Y men take part in the election of leaders of camps
or age sets and gada cl asses ". 9 However, even though women are not allowed to
partlcipate in t~ection they were not barred from attending these outdoor
meetings, and if they did attend, they appeared as witnesses rather than as
.par t i ci pant s .
As we mentioned earlier, universal adult suffrage is a very recent phenomenon
in Ethiopia. The 1931 Constitution, Art. 32 stated that lithe members of the
Chamber of Formulating Law (Deputies) shall for the time being be chosen by the
dignataries (Mequanentoch) and officials (Shumoch) until a determined period when
the people will be capable of electing them". 10 Only in 1955, pursuant to Articles
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76-100 of the Revised Constitutions, was a Chamber of Deputies provided for to
be elected by popular vote to represent the people. Art. 77 and 95 of the now
suspended Revised Constitution and the Chamber of Deputies Electoral Law of
1956 as amended laid down the following criteria for voters: 71 In order to vote
a person must be an Ethiopian subject of birth; have attained 21 years of age
as of the first day of the election; not be insane; not be serving a sentence
of imprisonment; not have been deprived of his civil rights by a court of
competent jurisdiction; be a registered voter. A first glance at these criteria
would lead one to conclude that there ·,vas no sex discrimination as far as the
right to vote is concerned. There is no literacy requirement as an indirect
encouragement to women voters, but the fact still remains that a certain level of
consciousness is a prerequisite to the proper utilization of such a right.
Women whose world in most cases ;s limited to the four walls of their houses are
not in this category.
As statistics pertaining to elections show, despite the fact that women in
the 21 and above age group comprised about 50 per cent of the population during
the fifth election which was held in 1973, out of the 3,674,427 total voters
onl¥ 26 percent were women. 72 A good turnout of women voters is not necessarily
a s19n of proper utilization of their right to vote. It has b~en found, for
example, that in Korea, women vote in accordange to the wishes of their husbands,
giving, in effect, two votes to every husband. J In a male-dominated society
such as Ethiopia, it ;s very likely that such may also be the situation. Since
the Provisional Military Government has suspended the Constitution and abolished
P~rliament in 1974, discussion of the right to vote for national representatives
is currently not pertinent. More important is the right to vote for officers of
urban dwellers· associations, peasant associations and other mass organizations
created by the 1974 Revolution. Today the most notable change in the exclusion
of persons who in pre-1974 Ethiopia received house rent or owned farmlands of more
than ten hectares. In these cases, they are not allowed to vote in the el~ction
of officers of urban dwe1lers associations or peasant associations. 74
l

C.

The Right to Run for Public Office

The Chamber of Deputies Electoral Proclamation of 1956 in amended Art. 15
laid down the following criteria for candidates: any persons who is an Ethiopian
subject by birth; has attained 25 years of age; has been a bonafide resident
in the constituency he seeks to become a candidate for at least one year immediately
preceeding the election, except if he had left the constituency to study or to
work elsewhere; owns in the constituency in which he seeks to become a candidate
immovable property having a value of not less than one thousand Ethiopian dollars
or movable property having a value of not less than two thousand Ethiopian dollars'
is not disqualified under Art. 16 hereof; and fulfills the registration formality.1s
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Although the other criteria may be deemed to be fair, the result of the
property requirement to be a candidate results in discrimination against the
vast majority of people and especially women. In a country where the per capita
annual income is less than~~125, this requirement disqualifies the vast majority
of people, restricting the right to be a deputy to a small and relatively
wealthy class of people. As the vast majority of women in pre-1974 Ethiopia were
propertyless, few women
. could qualify as candidates. Hence, it is no wonder
that in the first election which was held in 1957, out of the 596 candidates
there were only seven women candidates; two of these were elected. Similarly, in
the last election out of 253 elected deputies only eight were women. Moreover,
as each person stood on the strength of his personal connections in order to become
a candidate in the district, a woman whose place was deemed to be at home had
little possibility of establishing such connections or authority.
Finally, one must not disregard the fact that elections were also expensive.
liThe cost of fightin g
election ranged from £70-£1500 per candidate,averaging
6 This money had to be found by the candidate and his
roughly £300 - £400." 7an
friends)resulting in slim chances for women.
The 1974 Revolution suspended Parliament and created a new body called the
Provisional National Advisory Commission which functioned from 1974 to 1976. In
addition it created several mass organizations amongst which the most notable are
the urban dwellers' associations and peasant associations. A glance at the
criteria for becoming a candidate for a post in the executive committee shows
clear reversal. According to the Proclamation, in order to be a candidate, unlike
in the past, a person must be nof the broad masses and one who accepts the Ethiopian
National Democratic Revolution Programme and one ~ho gives precedence to the interest
of the broad masses over his private interests ... 7? Although no statistical data
is available, it is quite evident that the number of women office holders has gone
up. Urban dwelers associations . with no women in their policy committee or other
committees are extremely rare. When compared to the past, where women public office
incumbents were practically nonexistent t the progress is quite significant.
D.

The Right to Own and Administer Property

Political and civic rights are a reflection of property relationships that
exist in society. In the feudal society of pre-1974 Ethiopia ownership of land
did not only entitle the owner to receive the taxes and services but to exercise
various administrative and judical functions over the people living on the land.
In effect ownership of land determined the individuals' total personality.
Even though a few aristocratic women had a share of the land, the majority
women
in pre-1974 Ethiopia were propertyless dependents of their husbands.
of
Obviously, pursuant to the formal laws there is no sex
taining to the acquisition, ownership and administration of
provi~gs that there will be no sex discrimination in regard
But despite this clear provision, traditional laws
land.

discrimination perland. The Civil Code
to the inheritance of
in most parts of the

- 3D north dO not allow women to inherit land unless the father dies before giving her
hand in marriage in which case she is entitled to a dowry. The only other times
she inherits land is in the absence of male issues. In the south women do not
inherit land.
For other forms of property several customary laws prescribing a system of
preference for the eldest or the youngest son were prevalent in several parts of
Ethiopia. Among the Drama, for example,
Among the sons the angafa (eldest) holds a critical
pcsition. He inherits the family patrimony. If he
has any talent, he is also likely to succeed his father
in any ritual or political offices or privileges.
Within the family he has the authority to redistribute
the cattle he inherited among the younger brothers as he
sees fit. This gives the first born son considerable
power; after the death of the father, the son decides
whether his brothers are going to marry, when they will
marry, and how many cajgle will be made available for their
bride wealth payments.
'
On the other hand customary law of Akele Guzai prOVided that the house of the family
will be inherited by the youngest son. 80
The fact that women cannot inherit family property according to customary law,
coupled with the fact that according to the Civil Code they can only inherit from
their husbands estate pursuant to a will worsened their economic position.
The 1975 Proclamation to Provide for the Public Ownership of Rural Lands
abolished feudalism and provided that "without differentation of sexes, any person
who is willing to personally cultivate land shall be alloted land sufficient for
his maintenance and that of .his fami1 y ll , and 10 hectares per farming family \Yere
set as the maximum limit. Sl Although there is not a single woman in the Executive
Committee of the recently formed All Ethiopian Peasants Association, the rural
community peasant associations, the main agents for implementing the Rural Land
Nationalization Proclamation, do not discriminate between men and women as regards
membership. This may be so, but the Proclamation also reads that any tenant,
landless person, hired agricultural worker or a landowner with less than ten hectares
of land can become a memb~r of the association. Since, legally speaking, a tena~t
usually is the person who cultivates the land, therefore, women, unless divorced or
widowed, are not allowed to become members of such associations. Therefore rural
peasant associations have few women members, except divorcees or widows. This seems
to be not unlike the pre-revolutionary values which denied women access to land
generally, either as tenants or through inheritance.
As far as credit facilities are concerned, the government's policy in granting
agricultural credit is geared to strengthen collective and cooperative farms rather
than individual farms. Therefore, persons who do not belong to such cooperatives
will obviOUsly be given lesser preference. Since women, unless widowed or divorced,
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cannot become members of peasant associations and therefore are not considered
members of production cooperative~. t.hpir o~portunity to obtain credit is
totally dependent on their hust:w1c1S 'o
'
In connection with administration of proper~y, it is worthy to note that
pursuant to the formal laws, age is the sole criterion of capacity to make
contracts and sex is not a factor. However, the effect of this provision on
the mass of Ethiopian women ;-s a dead issue since most Ethiopian women are
property 1es s,
I,

E.

Women's ' Ri ght ' to 'Organ1'ze

Before 1974 the right to organhe, like the right to vote, was fonna11y
granted to women and was utiHzed and manipulated by the very few who were
conscious of the implications of such rights. Hence, a few urbanized and educated
women fonned the Ethiopian Women1s Welfare Association with the professed aim of
elevating the status of Ethiopian WOO1en. This organization, however, due to its
limited membership,failed to become an effective force in organizing women and
the vast majority of women remained totally' unaware of their rights. Oppressed
women began to organize and articulate their demands only after the eruption of
the 1974 REvolution, and one can positively state that the year 1974 is really
the year of the awakening of the oppressed mass of Ethiopian women.
By virtue of the Ur~an Dwellers' Association Consolidation Proclamation,
urban dwellers' ass~ciattons are to asstst and encourage the formation of women's
and other associations necessary for the effective accomplishment of their
objectives. The most notable objectives of these urban dwellers' associations
are to enable the broad masses to admini'ster their own affairs v and t o develop
their ideology in line with social1'st philosophy with a view to enabling them to
struggle agai'nst feudalism, impertalism and bureaucratic capitalism and their
influence. 82 Women's associ'ations, as presently structured, iire a mere arm of
the urban dwellers' associations. The relationship between the two is one of
superior and subordinate. Women's' associations are expected to follow direct'ives
of the urban dwellers' association and must presumably request its approval and
endorsement of their programmes. This superior-subordinate relationship hetween
urban dwellers' associations and women's associations is made quite vivirl in the
model memorandum of women's' associati'ons prepared by the Ministry of Housing ,
The model clearly states that tne urban dwellers' associations are the 5U lJreme
supervising bodies for their respective women's associations. Not only <ire
urban dwellers' associations' given the authority to supervise the proper
exercise of the women's association, but the latter are required to submit a
report concerning their activities to the urban dwellers' assoc'ations at least
once every three months.
There are now two hundred and eighty urban dwellers' associations under
which women's associations have been fonned. The two main organs of \Yomenls
associations are the general assembly of all members and the executive coumt ttee,
Even though the general assembly is the supreme body of women's associations, the
actual task of carrying out the day-to-day operations is entrusted to the
executive committee, composed of not less than seven members, and several
sub-colTlTlittees.
In order to understand the structure of those women's associations and
the problems faced by them in trying to implement their objectives, a 5ample of
thirteen women's associations taken from the four areas of Addis Abah~ was
conducted. 83 The findings of this survey show that these associations face

several major problems which emanate from their lack of independence t lack
of legal personality and fixed budget and inadequate or non-existent housing
facilities.
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As was mentioned earlier womenls associations. depending on their
geographic location. are formed as part of urban dwellers' associations. As a
result. their strength or weakness depend very much on the willingness and effort
which the executive committee of the urban dwellers" associations shm1Sin organizing and strengthening them. One concrete way by which support for women's
association can be demonstrated in the urban areas is by providing them with a
house. for this is perhaps the most serious problem which women indicate they
face in these organizations. Not only was this a problem common to almost all
the associations sampled but the leaders identified this as the cause for their
inability to give educational programmes for children and adults. or to open shops
from whose proceeds they could fi"nance their activities.
The second problem relates to the associations' lack of a fixed budget.
The survey shows that women's associations have no budget of their own. They
depend on money raised from the sale of sandwiches. handicrafts. clothes. and
shows given for the residents of the urban dwellers associations. Due to the,
housing problem in Addis Ababa. at the moment many associations have not been
able to open their own shops to earn money. As a result the capital of such
associations ranges from nothing to Eth. Birr 20.000.
Regarding the structure of these association. the survey' shows that all
the associations have the following committees:
Committee for literacy Campaign: This committee which is entrusted with
the task of giving basic education to women is considered as the most fundamental.
The education is given by young women or by the executive committee itself two or
three times a week. From the t~irteen Urban Dwellers' Associations taken as
samples. seven associations undertook this programme successfully. These seven
associations have taken 1.055 women students. out of wfli'ch 267 successfully completed
the programme.
Co~ittee for the Political Education and Consciousness:
This committee
implements its programme by inviting women cadres to give political education to
women members of the association in order to raise their political consciousness.
The political education tncludes showing revolutionary film and musical shows.
However, as the chart shows. only three women's associations have been able to
invite cadres and carry out continuous political education.

Health Committee: This commHtee aims at giving health education to
mothers. i.e. sanitation and the raising of children and other matters related to
the family. This committee also takes care of the campaigns for cleaning the
associations' surroundings. Even though a large number of associations commenced
this programme in March 1978. only three women associations have carried out this
health education on a regular one session per month basis.

•

Kindergartens: From the thirteen associations sampled, few have been able
to organize these kindergartens. At the moment only three kindergartens with a
total of 368 children are functioning. Four other associations are bUilding
houses for this purpose or have sent potential teachers to take courses given by
the Ministry of Education. and the kindergartens are to commence giving service
in the very near future. The kindergartens under operation are staffed by teachers
who have graduated from the three month courses given by the Ministry of Education.
They are employed by the association. and paid out of the fees from parents of the
children. The maximum fee per child recorded was two dollars per month. When
compared with the average of 30 dollars per month in the privately-run kindergartens
the charge is quite reasonable. The associations with kindergartens have a wide
programme. such as keeping the children all day, giving education up to grade
three and utilizing large playQrounds. However. with insufficient budgets.
institutions have curbed their plans for further expansion.
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Job Opportunities and Cottage IndUltrY: All the women's associations
included in the sample have a plan for opening jobs to women members who are unable
to support themselves. but only two associations have been able to put this
programme in, practice. and one association has been able to employ two women in
the shops of the women's associations. Moreover. it has been able to start
educating women in sewing. weaving, and other handicrafts. A second women~s
association has been able to employ a total of twenty-three women. Two are
employed to teach sewing. two for handicrafts. twelve to t~ach weaving and the
making of cotton clothing and five to teach cooking. Almost all of the associations
have sent two or more of their members to institutions for courses to upgrade
their skills. The courses are given free and after graduation the women return
to their respective associations to teach and share their experiences with the
other members of their association . More than three hundred women in Addis Ababa
have attended these courses and have graduated in six months time"
The achievements of the women's associations is very impressive to date. with
activities in educating and raising the political conciousness of women. in
enhancing employment opportunities not only by providing them with training and
jobs but also by opening kindergartens and thereby freeing them from major domestic
duties. Given full support and proper coordination, these associations can serve
as a means to further the equality of women and men in the urban areas.
IX.

WOMEN'S ASSOCIATIONS 1M THE RURAL

SECTO~

The rural women of Ethiopia have traditionally been in a position of subservience. In a layered form of oppression-as wives of tenant land owners and
economically dependent upon parents or husbands - the vision of life for women
prior to the 1974 Revolution was predominantly that of wife and mother. Prior to
1974 there was not extensive organizational effort to consider the needs of rural
women. When the Zematcha or Oeve10pment Through Cooperation Campaign was proclaimed in 1975. thousanos of young girls and boys were mobilized to undertake the task
of development work for the rural masses. The guidelines of the Zematcha instructed
participants lito organize sectors to theM:ural population 'l tke women and youth ,,,ho
were oppressed in the feudal structure".
Thus. women's asociations were organized.
but as an appendage to peasant associations in the rural areas.
Under the auspices of the peasant associations women's associations were
established by Proclamation No. 71 - Proc~~mation to provide for the Organization
and Consolidation of Peasant Association.
A supplement to the Proclamation issued
by the Ministry of Land Reform and Settlement stated that "women are expected to
increase their level of consciousness and accelerate the speed of the revolution in
an anti-imperialist. anti-feudal struggle rather than to identify with the feudal
saying. "if a woman could be trusted. she is a crown to her husband". The supplement
also stated that the main objectives of the women's associations are to provide
political education to its members and to 'improve the lives of its menters.
particularly in relation to acquiring services. 1.e. co-operative shops. flour mill§6
and water wells, thus alleviating some of the more burdensome tasks of rural women.
In a research study undertaken by Hanna Kebede and Dejen Abate on Agrarian
Reconstruction in Ethiopia • Women and Rural Development. it is reported that the
formation of ~omen's associations during the initial period of agrarian reform was
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an achievement of considerable importance'and that urural women have taken a
leap forward in their perception of their roles and status in societyn. The
study is based on a sampling of fourteen sample peasant and women's associations
in the south and southwest regions of Ethiopia. However~ as important as the
formation of the women's associations ar~,the study determined that:
Women's associations are secondary to and under
the auspices of the legal entity of peasant
associations or cooperative societies . And as a
result, women's cooperative labour is considered of
minor importance and their organized participation
is similarly perceived as assistanc§sto the peasant
associations though their husbands.
The authors have stated that women's organizations are not given sufficient
recognition and support equal to that given to peasant associations in order
for them to assert the .economic. social and political rights of their general
membership. The ,st udy concluded that women's associations have a secondary
status in relation to peasant associations and to cooperatives. The field
observations indicated that women1s associations wish to carry out many activities
on their own, i.e. gardening_ cooperative farming, poultry breeding, cooperative
shops and cottage production (handicrafts) ~ but are kept from doing so because
of their dependency on peasant associations and because they have no roles to'
play at the level of primary service cooperatives.
The Kebede and Abate study found that even in the case of judicial tribunals,
women's associations are usually within the confines of the peasant associations.
These tribunals have been established as one major organ of the peasant associations
and are intended to serve as a local judiciary organ with responsibilities for
hearing cases concerning land disputes and minor crimes. There are examples of
women's associations having representatives within the peasant association
tribunals and others where women's associations have a separate tribunal where only
cases pertaining to women in relation to the women's associations for the family
are presented. However, women's associations have gradually discontinued operating
separate judicial tribunals as the consolidation of peasant associations was
implemented because Proclamation 71 conceded such functions only to peasant
associations.
The entire dependency status of rural women's associations and peasant
associations is identical to the status of urban women's associations in relation
to urban dwellers' associations. ~!either of the women'S associations thus have
a separate legal identity, nor do they possess any reasonable degree of economic
and political independence from the umbrella patronage of the associations
developed for an almost exclusive male membership.
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x.

CONCLUSIONS P.~IO RECOt1MENDATIONS

The laws and legal practices analyzed in the previous sections reveal
that women are discriminated against under marriage laws in their participation
in political and civic affairs, and that they are victimized in terms of not .
having equal opportunity in joining educationa1 institutions and receiving
wages equal to those of men. Some of these! as we have pointed out earlier,
are the result of archaic laws and interpretation of pre-1974 revolutionary
reforms. In order to elevate the status of women there should be a revision
and updating of laws where required as well as legal e4ucation for Ethiopian
women on their newly-acquired rights. The following recommendations are given
in the areas of family law, employment law and education:
Family Law
In order to give women full equality in marriage we recommend the
following changes:
(a)

that the minimum age of marriage for both men and women be the
same. This may begin a process of men and women thinking of
each other as equals, thus reducing domination and paternalism
by men towards women arising out of the difference in age;

(b)

that free and intelligent consent of spouses be t~e sale
determinant for the conclusion of a valid marriage in order to
avoid undue influence and pressure from family;

(c)

that the 1egalconcept of the man as the head of the famil y, whi ch
is enshrined in the Civil Code, be reformed so as to give both
spouses equal and joint responsibility in the management of the
family and the household;

(d)

that the grounds for divorce be restricted to clearly specified
serious causes.

Employment Law
Even though women's relative lack of training and skills is a reason
for their underrepresentation in wage employment women are further discriminated against because of child bearing, ~aternity leave is viewed by
many employers of women as an item reducing their profits and to avoid it
employers sometimes do not recruit women. And in some instance women
employees are forced to forfeit their maternity leave.
Motherhood .should not be an impediment to women in their drive for
equality and to be considered as "economtcal l y act tve". However, since
employers oftentimes avoid or fail to give proper maternity protection, it
is imperative that:
( a)

Revised legislation go beyond the granting of formal equality
and initiate a preference scheme .for women's employment;

(b)

A monitoring agency be established for the enactment of
legislation pertaining to welfare and rights of employed women,
particularly regarding maternity leave;
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Consideration be given to the provision of maternity leave
in caring for sick children;

( d)

Labour laws to encourage employers to provide child care
facilities by making such expenses deductible,for tax purposes.

Education
In order to ensure women's full access to educational institutions the
greatest expedient would be to legislate compulsory education. However, given
the realities of present day Ethiopia such a proposal would be unrealistic.
Until the time that the socio-economic conditions of the country make such a
proposal feasible, alternative educational efforts must be adopted. Education
for girls must go beyond the traditional models and training should be based
on indigenous needs and possibilities. Vocational training and skill-oriented
approaches should be increased in order to provide employment and incomeproducing possibilities. An intensive educational campaign should be initiated
urging parents to educate young girls and women. Particular attention should be
given in providing education for rural women with the introduction of simple
improved technologies to decrease domestic chores and drudgery - easier methods
of water and fuel collection, techniques of food preparation and storage
facilities, nutrition and health educational programmes. establishment of grain
storage facilities at the household level and the establishment of flour mills
and cooperative societies for members of women1s associations.
Equal treatment is not attained simply by legislation. Its acceptance and enforcement depend on a number
of factors, such as the attitude of the socipty in general
and the attitude of women in particular. ou~~ardly.
measures giving women equal treatment get general support,
but their actual implementation may be ignored. Both men
and women may have ambivalent attitudes about such equality,
the former because their position of superiority is not easily
up, the latter because the status guo may be more comfortable.
Change which requires re.adJustment and the fear of losing
privileges. or of having t08~ssume new responsibilities, makes
peoolp. reluctant to change.

~iven

In order to re-orient or re-socialise members of a society a19~9 new lines,
an intensive campaign must be undertaken. The Women's Assoc1ations ~ are probably
. the most logical and competant to undertake such a task. The post-1974
achievement of these associations in raising the conc1ousness of women is quite
substantial. However. due to the fact that they are formed as part of the urban
dwellers ' association or a peasant association they have not been able to achieve
their full potential. In our opinion this dependency of the women's associations
as stated pelicy is the main impediment to their activities. This policy must
be changed. ~romen's associations must not only be organized as separate legal
entities with full rights and duties but. moreover they should be'organized as
district, ~rlm;nistrat;ve and national levels. Such organizations. by enabling
them to ~ool their resources and coordinate their tasks will enable them to play
a more important role than at present. The organization of women at the national
level has not only been constantly demanded by women in public rallies but, moreover.
it has recently had a lot of support from several quarters, including newspaper , . .-.-,
editorials. However. despite the editorials, it appears that women have not had
.'
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access to policy-level decisions particularly regarding programmes for the rural
areas. In our opinion this is probably one of the urgent tasks of a government
which is committed to improving the status of women. The present organizational
structures of the All-Ethiopia Trade Union and the All.Ethiopian Peasant
Associations could very easily serve as a basis for organizing women nationally.
In this connection one must bear in mind that a decisive and ultimately
durable improvement in the status of women cannot be attained by special measures
aimed at women alone. It is equally necessary to abolish the conditions which
tend to assign certain privileges~ obligations or rights to men. No decisive
distribution of equal functions and equal status between the sexes can be achieved
if the rights and duties of the male in society are assumed ~~iori to be
unaltered. This only perpetuates the idea of male superiority. The aim of reform
in this area must be to change the traditional division of labour which tends to
deprive women of the possibility of exercising their legal rights on equal terms.
The division of functions between the sexes must be changed in such a way that
both the woman and the man in a family are afforded the same practical opportunities
of participating in active parenthood and gainful employment,90

•
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Annex I
Page 1
•

..

Fourteen Point Resolution For Ethiopian Women
~dopted on International Women's Dal

•

8 March 1979

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
On International Women's Day, approximately 700 Ethiopian women met and"
adopted a 14 point resolution in order to "step up their struggle towards the
establishment of a women's organization at national level". The 14 point
resolution adopted by the women's representatives is as follows:I

•
•i

1. Concerning marriage. it was noted that statutes formulated
in the days of the fallen regime pertaining to religious.
traditional and national marriages are often flouted. Hence,
the women's representati~es demanded strict observance of
legal norms defining minimum age requirements for marriage Which.
is 15 for girls and lafor boys.
2. Women prerogatives in the family - the meeting of the representatives of women demanded the termination of all past legal
enactments discriminati.ng against women's equality with men
regarding matrimony and the enactment of progressive legislation
affirming women's complete equality with men in married life.
3. Concerning divorce - radical alteratiun of ~xi~ting practices
governing termination of marriage ties was .demanded 'by :t he women's
representatives. For instance, a call was made for ending
existing methods of family arbitration in connection with
matrimonial problems which, tl'lewomen's representatives charged.
are of ten , charaCterized oy dtscriminating attitudes to the rights
of women in this sphere.
.
4.

children and.parents - a demand for equal rights of
women with men in the declaration of title to parenthood. 'tnthis
respect. the women' s representa ti ves demanded , ;rilnedieate tenninati on
of the existing practice which gives males the exlusive right ,t o accept
or reject title to parenthood of children,

Concernj..ng

5. A demand for equality of women with male counterparts for occupying
senior posts.
6.

Equal;ty of women with men regarding the role of women in serving
as court judges was demanded,

Source: Ethiopian. Herald, 10 March 1979,
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7.

Women should take part in seminars and other study
meetings on equal footing with men and participation must
be on 50-50 basis.

8.

Whenever a decision is taken or a plan is drawn up arrangements
must be made for equal participation of women.

9.

Socialism provides for true equality among men ~ndwomen. True
equa1i ty, however, has nothi ng to do wi th muse 1e ·s trenqth 'and
whenever a woman is assigned to the same work as man, care must
be taken to ensure that this does not entail bodt ly i·nju.ry to
the woman.

10.

When a woman dies the rights of her children and other relatives
to pension must be protected in the same way that these rights
are reserved for male relatives.

11. We call on wamen throughout tne country to intensify the struggle
for the establishment of nationwide women's assocf at ion ,
12. We also call for the repealing of all reactionary .laws and
regulations without delay.
13.

We strongly condemn restrictions on the rights of ·women imposed
by reactionary traditions and religious practices. ·

14.

We strongly condemn reactionaryoureaucracy and ·pseudo.
progressives who are unQermining the organizing 'ofwomen.

"

